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1914/23 Mackenzie Street, Melbourne, Vic 3000

Bedrooms: 2 Bathrooms: 1 Type: Apartment

Christine  Ting
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$450,000-$480,000

Experience refined urban living at Conservatory Apartments, a serene retreat nestled in Melbourne's vibrant northeast

Central Business District (CBD). Beyond mere accommodation, Conservatory offers a luxurious lifestyle seamlessly

blending convenience and elegance. Immerse yourself in the tranquility of a charming two-bedroom apartment where

contemporary design meets accessible sophistication in a haven of modern comfort.Explore the Highlights:Inviting

Open-Plan Living and Dining: Step into a spacious open-plan living area that effortlessly combines comfort, style, and

functionality. Rich floorboards underfoot set a warm tone, complemented by sunlight streaming through expansive

windows that overlook the bustling cityscape. Thoughtfully arranged furnishings create a seamless flow between the

living and dining spaces, enhancing both relaxation and entertainment.Stylish Stone Bench Kitchen: The kitchen is a

culinary masterpiece featuring elegant stone bench tops that marry aesthetics with practicality. Ample space for cooking

and casual dining makes it a hub for culinary creativity and social gatherings. Top-tier appliances and abundant storage

ensure both efficiency and style in your daily routines.Comfortable Bedrooms: Discover two inviting bedrooms, each

designed for contemporary sophistication and versatile functionality. The first bedroom offers a cozy retreat bathed in

natural light, ideal for relaxation or productive work. The second bedroom opens onto an intimate balcony, providing a

private oasis with panoramic city views. Thoughtfully integrated built-in wardrobes offer ample storage, blending

seamlessly with the rooms' elegant design.Year-Round Comfort: Enjoy comfort throughout the seasons with a split

air-conditioning system that adapts to your preferences, ensuring a pleasant living environment year-round.Luxury

Amenities:Conservatory Apartments redefine urban living with a host of amenities designed to enrich your lifestyle.

Benefit from a residential concierge service, indulge in entertainment at the private cinema and Golf Simulator, and relax

at the lap pool and sun decks. Stay fit with access to a fully equipped gym and yoga studio, unwind in the sauna and steam

room, and host gatherings at the BBQ pit.Prime Location:Adjacent to Conservatory, discover a wealth of amenities

including renowned educational institutions, cultural attractions, and shopping precincts. Enjoy easy access to free tram

stops and Melbourne's vibrant culinary scene, ensuring a dynamic urban lifestyle at your doorstep.Your Urban

Sanctuary:More than just a residence, Conservatory Apartments offer a sanctuary where luxury and convenience

converge harmoniously. Whether you're a professional, student, or discerning urbanite, embrace the allure of

Melbourne's oasis at Conservatory Apartments – your canvas for a sophisticated lifestyle.***DISCLAIMER: Virtual

Furniture Used in this Advertisement is for Illustration Purpose ONLY***


